MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE

fleet

PROPANE AUTOGAS STEP VANS
REDUCE OPERATING COSTS FOR NEWSPAPER
THE MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE SAVES $32,000 ANNUALLY
IN FUEL COSTS ALONE WITH PROPANE AUTOGAS

THE MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE is Minnesota’s largest and
oldest newspaper. Distributing newspapers with vehicles powered

equipment fleet profile

by propane autogas has helped the paper save money and reduce
emissions since the 1980s. It has a 10,000-gallon underground
tank and two dispensers at its printing and loading facility, which
made it easy to transition to the alternative fuel for the company
and its drivers.
The paper has always been happy with its propane autogas
vehicles, but a brief stint with another fuel in 2016 actually
helped the company reaffirm its commitment to propane
autogas. After purchasing 18 new gasoline step vans, the
company saw a noticeable increase in its fuel costs. By early
2018, 10 of the vans had been converted to propane autogas,
saving the newspaper more than $2,600 per month in fuel costs.
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“I WOULD RECOMMEND PROPANE
AUTOGAS TO OTHER FLEETS BECAUSE
OF THE LOWER COST OF THE FUEL,
AVAILABLE REBATES AND INCENTIVES,
AND BECAUSE IT HELPS OUR COMPANY
BE BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.”
RICHARD LALLAK, FLEET GARAGE MANAGER
AND CIRCULATION OPERATIONS MANAGER

for more information
To learn about propane autogas vehicles
and the fleets that use them, visit
propane.com/on-road-fleets.

THE PROPANE EDUCATION & RESEARCH COUNCIL was authorized by the U.S. Congress with the passage of Public Law
104-284, the Propane Education and Research Act (PERA), signed into law on October 11, 1996. The mission of the Propane
Education & Research Council is to promote the safe, efficient use of odorized propane gas as a preferred energy source.
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